Deficits of hand dexterity following stroke: online control and prediction

Abstract : Stroke frequently impairs the function of the contralateral hand. Apart from classical clinical tests such as the Pegboard-Test, tests of more elementary aspects such as diadochokinesia or visuomotor tracking and more recently also tests of more functional aspects such as grasping, lifting and moving objects have been used to characterize the deficits. We combined the tests into one battery in a cohort of neurological patients to understand the associations between the tests and to predict the performance in more complex tasks such as the Jebsen-Taylor hand function test. Apart from online control, the ability to predict and anticipate the environmental constraints is of utmost importance for dexterous and skilled motor action. We tested the hypothesis that similar to apraxia, the motor dominant left hemisphere is important in predictive fine motor control. To that aim we tested the ability to produce anticipatory finger forces during various object manipulation tasks in stroke patients with either left or right brain damage using the non-paretic ipsi-lateral hand. Interestingly, we found a strong task dependency of impairments.
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